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Short Description

The COMMANDER – Gaming Gear Combo (Blue Light) – the stunning combo with enhancements on its
keyboard and mouse specifications. Providing great features on what gamers need and make them true
leaders that will take command of the game. The COMMANDER Combo features Tt Type II Plunger Switch
with the same design of Mechanical key cap, gives users an awesome tactile feel and pleasing click with each
keystroke plus presenting response feeling like a mechanical switch that surely improve users’ gaming
performance by giving users speed and responsiveness like never before.
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Description

The COMMANDER – Gaming Gear Combo (Blue Light) – the stunning combo with enhancements on its
keyboard and mouse specifications. Providing great features on what gamers need and make them true
leaders that will take command of the game. The COMMANDER Combo features Tt Type II Plunger Switch
with the same design of Mechanical key cap, gives users an awesome tactile feel and pleasing click with each
keystroke plus presenting response feeling like a mechanical switch that surely improve users’ gaming
performance by giving users speed and responsiveness like never before.

Features

TOUGH METAL-LOOK EDGES!
The Commander was designed with metal-looking edges which symbolizes its powerful spirit as a true leader.
The splendid look with red illumination designed to have a feel of trendy whenever you commanding it.

 

TACTILE FEEL PLUNGER SWITHES
The COMMANDER uses Tt Type II Plunger Switches with Mechanical keycaps giving users an awesome tactile
feel and clicks with each keystroke while giving responsive feeling like using a mechanical switch keyboard.
This will improve gaming performance by giving users speed and responsiveness like never before.

 

REPLACEABLE METALCAPS
COMMANDER's keycaps can be replaced to our Tt eSPORTS's Metalcaps (not included with COMMANDER
COMBO) to provide a tougher, more resolute feel to key presses and offer users a fun way to customize their
keyboards with a metallic feel and deliver a unique user experience!

 

MARVELOUS FUNCTION KEYS
Offers cool functions like Repeat Rate, the speed at which it repeats, can be fast or slow. Choose a repeat rate
that matches your comfort level. The Switcher, where you can turn WASD keys to ↑↓←→ or vice versa! You’re
totally in control! Finally the Windows Lock, where you lock the windows key preventing accidental presses of
the windows key while in-game.

 

SPLENDID ILLUMINATION BACKLIGHTING
Brings style and night-time functionality straight to your desktop! Fully keyboard with fabulous blue LEDs with
stunning adjustable illumination back lighting allowing you to battle in the dark!

 

HANDY MULTIMEDIA & SHORTCUT KEYS
Everything is adjustable on-the-fly, software is no longer needed! Containing multimedia keys, shortcut keys,
lighting keys and function key that provide tremendous accessibility at users’ fingertips.

 

PERFECT SENSITIVITY AND CLICKS
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Offering perfect speed in game with on-the-fly sensitivity (between 800/1200/1600/2400 DPI).

 

ERGONOMIC SHAPE
Offering comfortable palm grips to keep you comfortable while you focus on the game at hand. Allowing you
to command easily in game like a true gamer!  

 

AWESOME LED ILLUMINATION
Light side panels that give you an awesome look allowing you to battle in the dark! Cool lighting battle dragon
logo display to boost gamers’ battle experience.

Specifications

Type MOUSE

Color BLACK

DPI 2400

Sensor Type OPTICAL

No. of Buttons 6

LIGHT COLOR BLUE

USB cable length 1.8M BRAIDED

Coating / Finish MATTE

Dimension 122X 76X 49MM

Weight(g) 0.28 LBS

Type KEYBOARD

Color BLACK

Interface USB

Membrane, Mechanical,
Plunger PLUNGER

Anti-Ghosting Keys YES

On-Board Memory Size YES, 64KB

Polling Rate 1000 HZ
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Back-Light YES, FULL BLUE
BACKLIGHT

Graphical UI NO

Weight(g) 1.98 LBS

Multimedia Keys 8

Additional Information

Brand Thermaltake

SKU KB-CMC-PLBLUS-01

Weight 3.5000

Color Black

Connection Type USB

Keyboard Style Illuminated

Keyboard Switch Type Plunger

LED Color Blue

Mouse DPI 2400

Special Price $22.49


